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An Amazing Two Years

H

ow time flies. As clichéd as it may sound,
it seemed only yesterday that I took on the
role of the Chamber Chairmanship. So
much has happened in Hong Kong since, although
regrettably, a few of the events occurring outside
this Chamber over the past two years have been
detrimental to the progress of Hong Kong.
In the aftermath of Occupy Central, our
community has not been able to shake off the
atmosphere of divisiveness, which has since
become even more entrenched as incivility and
disruptive behaviour has invaded public discourse
to the point of stalling our legislative process.
The culture of threats and bluster have become
so ingrained that this has affected our ability to
concentrate on issues which are sensible and really
matter, such as working together for the benefit
of Hong Kong. I do hope, that as we begin to face
economic headwinds, that everyone in our society
irrespective of their political persuasion, will work
hand-in-hand to strengthen our competitiveness
and help maintain the momentum and growth of
our economy.
On the other hand, I am most pleased that
we have been able to fulfil the goal of ensuring
that the Chamber brings even more value to
members. We have done this through a number
of meaningful ways. In addition to the usual
full programme of activities such as seminars,
committee meetings, missions and submissions,
we have completed the important task of
expanding and renovating the Chamber’s facilities
and head office which has almost doubled the
usable space, and provide a much improved
environment for members, visitors and staff.
In terms of international outreach, I am proud
to say that we have been able to offer members a
rich and diverse programme. This included the
recent ground-breaking mission to Iran, a threecity visit to Europe and high-level delegations
to Beijing and Shanghai to mention a few. These
activities are important in enabling members
to learn, network, exchange information and
generate new contacts and business opportunities.
The Chamber has also launched a number of
new initiatives. These include a mobile application

to help members stay abreast of Chamber
happenings in real time and to sign up for
activities and events using their mobile devices,
and the establishment of a Young Executives Club
to strengthen fellowship and develop the next
generation of business leaders.
The Chamber continues to walk the talk in
fighting against regulatory creep in Hong Kong.
We have been vocal in expressing our views on
a number of proposed regulations which can
have a significant impact on business, such as the
Minimum Wage Ordinance, the expansion of the
Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance and Trade
Descriptions Ordinance and the Competition
Ordinance. We have also actively engaged with
the Government on the debate about standard
working hours and retirement protection in Hong
Kong.
I believe our hard work and successes have not
gone unnoticed by members, because in 2015, we
achieved the highest membership renewal rate
for many years, despite the challenging business
environment. This clearly demonstrates the
tremendous value that members feel they get out
of being a part of the Chamber – not least our
usefulness in helping them grow their businesses.
It has been a great honour and privilege for
me to serve as the Chamber’s Chairman for these
last two years, and I am most grateful to everyone
who has devoted his/her time and expertise so
generously to the advancement of the Chamber
and Hong Kong despite a politically hostile
external environment.
In particular, I would like to thank Deputy
Chairman Stephen Ng, Vice-Chairmen Victor Li,
Aron Harilela and Betty Yuen, Legislator Jeffrey
Lam, all members of the General Committee, and
the Chamber staff under the leadership of Chief
Executive Officer Shirley Yuen who has given
me such tremendous support and wise counsel
during the last two eventful years.
I shall continue to be an active member of
the Chamber after stepping down from the
Chairmanship, and give the incoming Chairman
and the General Committee my fullest support.
Thank you and God Bless!
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Appealing to New
Tourism Markets During
the Economic Downturn

S

ince the “one trip per week” Individual Visit Endorsement was
introduced a year ago, the number of Mainland visitor arrivals has been
decreasing, not only in terms of same-day arrivals, but also overnight and
group tour visitors. In February 2016, Hong Kong’s total visitor arrivals declined
20.5% year-on-year, with the number of Mainland visitors recording a 26% drop
compared to the same period last year. The value of total retail sales plummeted
20.6% year-on-year, representing the largest decrease in 17 years. As a large
number of people in the workforce in Hong Kong are engaged in the services
sectors, such as tourism and retail, if this issue is not addressed quickly it may
lead to rising unemployment and affect the economic development and social
stability of Hong Kong.
The “one trip per week” policy aimed to limit parallel trading activities which
have affected the daily lives of some Hong Kong residents. However, while the
measure limits the number of visits Mainland residents can make to Hong Kong,
parallel trading is still thriving, with some local residents participating in it. The
issue stems from the differences in prices in Hong Kong and the Mainland, and
also the safety and quality assurance of Hong Kong products. As such, the “one
trip per week” policy does not address the root cause or serve as a deterrent to
parallel trading activities. Neither does it help ease tensions between Hong Kong
and Mainland residents. Instead, it has created an impression among Mainland
Chinese that Hong Kong does not welcome them, causing a further decline in
the number of tourists to Hong Kong.
The Government and the tourism sector should look for ways to explore
new opportunities amid the recent downturn in tourism. First of all, the
Government and the Hong Kong Tourism Board have to boost Hong Kong’s
image as a tourism mecca to Mainland and overseas visitors. Hong Kong should
also strengthen its cooperation with neighbouring regions and develop “multidestination itineraries” to attract long-haul visitors. In addition, Hong Kong
could discuss with the Central Government the possibility of allowing Mainland
residents with e-passports to apply for a permit online to visit Hong Kong.
As this segment of Mainland Chinese are well travelled and have significant
spending power, they will serve as a new source of tourists.
However, as policy adjustments can only offer temporary relief, Hong Kong
needs to continue developing new tourism resources to attract more visitors in
the long term.

Staying Ahead of the
Mainland China Curve

F

or an economy that is as large as it is complex, the Mainland can pose
quite a challenge even to seasoned businesspersons and particularly
the uninitiated. There is no single playbook about how to survive and
thrive in the Mainland market. However, the practice of due diligence and
the ability to access timely and accurate information can often make a real
and major difference between success and failure.
Consider Premier Li Keqiang’s announcement in January 2016 to
institutionalize Value-Added Tax (VAT) on a nationwide basis following the
announcement in 2011 to replace Business Tax. The process of conversion
began in early 2012 with the introduction of a pilot programme in
Shanghai involving a few selected industries and was eventually expanded
to include other cities and sectors later in the same year. Full geographical
coverage was achieved in 2013. Despite the benefit of lower taxes as a
result of the conversion to VAT, companies will have to ensure that they are
ready and able to make the transition. According to a Big Four accounting
services firm, new VAT taxpayers involved in the Shanghai pilot programme
invariably underestimated the financial and operational impact of the
change on their companies.
The Chamber’s China Committee has been actively engaged in
educating and informing members on the latest developments, including
VAT reform, on the Mainland. Other than providing updates through
its dedicated webpages and the organisation of topical seminars, the
Committee is also actively engaged in sending missions to different places
in Mainland China. Last month, a high-level Chamber delegation visited
Shanghai to facilitate a better understanding of developments in one
of China’s most dynamic cities and to grease the wheels of commerce
between Shanghai and Hong Kong. The mission also allowed the Chamber
leadership to have a better grasp of the effects of VAT reform that is now
being implemented in earnest across the country to cover more industries.
Participants in our missions particularly value the opportunity of
gaining access to senior Chinese government officials. The Chamber
delegation to Shanghai, for example, was received by Han Zheng, Secretary
of the Shanghai Committee of the Communist Party of China, and Shan
Yuying, Chairwoman, Shanghai Municipal Commission of Commerce.
Delegates also came away with a better sense of developments in Shanghai
and their implications to Hong Kong through interactions with the
Shanghai Chapter of the Hong Kong Chamber of Commerce in China.
Members were able to gain invaluable first-hand insights from their
counterparts who were top businesspeople and SMEs with extensive
experience living and working on the Mainland.
I would urge members to get the biggest bang for their membership
buck by actively participating in the suite of services and activities that we
honestly think are the best around town.
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Innovation Waves
Bulletin: Why is it important for Hong Kong to
develop its own innovation and technology industries?
Nicholas Yang: We’re in a globalized Internet-driven
world, so you can’t do without innovation and technology. Almost every country in the world is talking about
technology to drive their economies forward. Of course,
you still can have traditional industries, but even with
those you still have to be innovative if you want to be
competitive.
B: What factors are constraining the development of
innovation and technology in Hong Kong?
NY: I think the ability to accept failure is very important. If you look at Silicon Valley, for example, it is full of
people who didn’t succeed at first. When I visited Israel,
I attended a talk by an entrepreneur who said he failed
three times before succeeding on his fourth attempt to
run a successful business. You won’t hear anybody in
Hong Kong saying they failed.
The ability to embrace failure and also generate
repeated successes are linked. It’s not that we can’t deal
with failure, but we don’t talk about it. You don’t learn
positively from it if you are secretive about it or feel
ashamed. We tend to sweep it under the rug and don’t
talk about it.
We have no problem dealing with failure, but we have
a problem admitting failure. We treat failure as taboo.
We need to train young people so that when they fail
they can get up and try again. If they think they can
succeed at the first attempt, they will be miserable when
they fail and then will never try again.

B: The Chief Executive said that re-industrialization is a
potential new area of economic growth for Hong Kong.
Why should we go back to old pastures?
NY: This re-industrialization is not about bringing back
old manufacturing that has migrated to the Pearl River
Delta. It is about reinventing manufacturing – smart
manufacturing. This consists of three areas: robotics,
smart cities and healthy ageing.
In smart cities, you’ll have the Internet of Things –
things with the ability to connect to the Internet – which
will change the world.
Hong Kong people are aging rapidly. Our median age
is almost 44 and our birth rate is 1.2 for every two people. The population is ageing and our longevity is getting
longer, especially for Hong Kong females.
On top of that we are quite affluent. With that kind of
environment, with that kind of longevity and that kind
of wealth, there are lots of areas with great potential.
B: Shenzhen is developing into an innovation and technology development center for Mainland China. How
should Hong Kong position ourselves in view of such
development? Should we complement Shenzhen or
engage in a friendly competition?
NY: I like to think of Shenzhen as a competitive collaborator, rather than a collaborative competitor, because
there’s a lot of things we have that Shenzhen doesn’t, like
world-class universities. They may be the most entrepreneurial city in the Mainland, but they don’t have a
world-class university yet to sustain the supply of entrepreneurs. But the good news is we supply this through

our universities since a large percentage of our university undergrads are Mainlanders.
I don’t think we need to compete with them, but we
need to leverage our own strengths and advantages so
we can co-exist as competitive collaborators.
B: What about Qianhai and Shanghai?
NY: Qianhai’s model is meant to be like a Hong Kong

within the Mainland, focusing mainly on core financial
and professional services, which is probably what Shenzhen is lacking right now. But Qianhai is not big, it’s just
a few square kilometres. Things like that take time. You
can’t just say you want to be like Hong Kong and turn
on a switch and then be like Hong Kong.
Shanghai is very different because it has world-class
universities, and a much larger population. Shanghai’s
economic structure is different as it’s a municipality. It’s
got everything, a well-balanced GDP, a lot of resources, a
lot of people and a lot of talent. Shanghai is very formidable competition, but the world is so large, why do you
need to compete with Shanghai?
B: For the Government to push forward the agenda on
innovation and technology in Hong Kong, it requires
inter-bureau cooperation. Is there any overarching
mechanism within the Government to make sure that
ITB will obtain the needed inter-bureau support?
NY: You try to find some common ground. For example, the Transportation Department recently changed
its mind on allowing the autopilot in Tesla cars to be
turned on, which was a big surprise. The fact there is an
innovation bureau that goes around and sparks innovation here and there will make people take notice.
Another recent thing we’ve done is data centres in old
industrial buildings. We’ve extended a policy in which
you are charged no premium if you use old industry
buildings for data centres by making a simple application. There is a guaranteed short-time turnaround. This
offer will be continued indefinitely. These are examples
of working with other bureaus, in this case, the Land
Bureau, to relax or adjust regulatory mechanisms so it’ll
be suitable for innovation and technology development.
But we have to do that carefully as we have to balance
the pros and cons.
B: Do businesses come to you and ask for help in dealing
with other bureaus?
NY: In the case of data centres it is a no-brainer. For
example, industrial buildings were meant for production or manufacturing. When people first heard about
data centres, they didn’t understand. But a data centre
is a modern way of production. Instead of producing

hardware you’re producing knowledge. You’re doing
that inside a computer – the data centre – so it’s a different way of doing manufacturing – knowledge manufacturing.
Another area we’re looking at is open data. How do
you open up government and NGO data to facilitate
the public so they can use it to create value? However,
we have to worry about information privacy protection
and people having access to data who might misuse it.
Security is something we have to watch out for, because
with the internet being more and more a driver of our
economy we need to be on the alert.
B: Do you have any plans to collaborate with the private
sector?
NY: Yes we do. We have open Wi-Fi which is done
through public-private partnership (PPP), which was
actually mentioned in a Gartner report as being innovative. Most countries like Singapore pay to build hotspots,
only to then find out it costs a lot of money. In Hong
Kong, the Government will start something in one area,
then collaborate with the private sector in other areas, so
that we don’t end up with too much liability.
For instance, we have 17,000 hotspots, of which 3,000
were paid for by the Government and the rest by the private sector. So why does the Government have to do everything if we can share the work with the private sector?

B: Startups are essential for contributing to the devel-

opment of innovation and technology. What new strategies would the ITB like to adopt to nourish the startup
culture in Hong Kong?
NY: First we need to identify the role of the Government. Because of the procedures and constraints we
face, the Government is not very good at choosing technology. When we choose technology, by the time we
have gone through the consultation and tendering processes, the technology might already be obsolete. The
Government’s role is to facilitate, connect, and build a
robust ecosystem. For instance, facilitating initiatives
if the private sector comes out with something by providing funding or establishing NGOs. There are some
so-called innovations, which are probably not economically rewarding, but socially rewarding. That is where
the Government can come in.
For the private sector to thrive, you need to have a
favourable ecosystem. This includes angel investors and
venture capitalists, private equity people, all of which
are needed to sustain funding cycles as start-ups progress to become big companies.
There’s a lot of angels in Hong Kong. But there’s a
series A gap. When a start-up proves it’s ready to scale up,
that funding is called series A funding, so we are trying to
fill that gap at the moment. There are lots of angel investors here, and there are a lot of Hong Kong people willing to fund businesses, but the problem is when start-ups
are ready to scale, they don’t have that funding. There’s a
need to bring in VCs so they can fund pre-series A startups. What they bring in is not just money, but also their
knowledge which can help the companies grow.
B: What would be the top priorities of ITB given the
remaining term of the existing Administration is slightly
more than one year?
NY: I don’t look at the timeline; I look at the mission. Number one is to help the transition of Hong
Kong into a knowledge-based economy. Number
two is to diversify Hong Kong’s economy. Number
three is to provide quality jobs so young people can
have better jobs, while number four is to use technology and innovation to solve social problems.
B: Hong Kong’s regulatory regime is said to be lagging behind technological development, like the
Copyright Bill, which has been put on the backburner. How can sufficient regulations be put in
place to protect businesses and the public without being a deadweight?
NY: We need to be careful about picking examples. The Copyright Bill is from June 1997,

but before that we just used British laws as a reference.
We tried to amend it as the world has change a lot since
1997, but the amendments were blocked due to political
differences. It was labelled as Article 23 but it had nothing to do with Article 23, which was very unfortunate.
People always say Hong Kong should be more like
Singapore as it moves faster than we do when it sees an
opportunity. But the Singaporean Government is different. It has always been a big player in the economy,
so when it loosens regulations the government benefits
more than other businesses.
The fact that in the financial sector Hong Kong is
more successful than Singapore probably caused us to
be a little conservative. When you are second or third,
you always want to catch up and be more aggressive. I
believe Hong Kong can change but it will take time.
B: If you had three wishes to boost the innovation and
technology sector in Hong Kong, what would you wish
for?
NY: Rather than wishing, I’d like to see Hong Kong make
its third innovative wave of transition. I’d like to see
everyone in Hong Kong working together to embrace
innovation and technology, and to not bash people who
fail trying.

I’d like to see everyone
in Hong Kong working together
to embrace innovation and
technology, and to not bash
people who fail trying.
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Preserving Biodiversity
in a Concrete Jungle

B

iodiversity is inherently spatial – each place is
unique with different species and eco-combinations. Although much of Hong Kong is a compact urban centre, we are actually disproportionately
rich in biodiversity nurtured by over 1,000 square kilometres of rugged coastline, mountain ranges and country parks. You may be surprised to know that over 260
butterfly species make their home here, four times more
than in Britain; there are 1,000 types of fishes in Hong
Kong waters that account for one-third of the total in
the entire South China Sea; and we have almost 3,000
varieties of flowering plants, including 120 orchid and
over 300 native tree species in this small territory.
What does biodiversity mean to us?
Biodiversity is more than plants, animals, micro
organisms and their ecosystems – it is also about people and our need for fresh air, clean water and shelter,
as well as food supplies, medicines and a livable environment. No one would argue that a rich biodiversity
system brings on social and economic benefits, and a
diverse ecosystem is more productive than a non-diverse

one, but such values are generally not easy to quantify.
For this reason, public attention on biodiversity issues
has been diverted by other more direct and immediate environmental challenges such as air pollution and
waste problems.
On the global stage, world leaders signed the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in 1992, promising to take steps to conserve biodiversity and fairly share
the benefits of biodiversity among the general public.
China joined the CBD in 1993, and extended it to Hong
Kong in 2011. Although Hong Kong is not itself a Party
to the CBD, we should contribute to the global targets
and China’s national Biodiversity Strategy and Action
Plan (BSAP).
The Chamber’s advocacy
The HKSAR Government and many organizations
have taken a number of initiatives to promote biodiversity and nature conservation, ranging from public
campaigns like the Hong Kong Biodiversity Festival to
breeding programmes for specific species such as sharks
and white dolphins. Other conservation measures, such

as protection of land with high ecological values and
ex-situ conservation programmes, have yielded some
positive results. However, all these initiatives are rather
piecemeal approaches.
The Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce, in
its response to the public consultation on developing the
HKSAR’s first five-year BSAP, calls for a holistic approach
to develop strategic enhancements of overall ecological
functions. We possess extraordinary biodiversity assets
with international value, allowing us to position Hong
Kong as a showcase of biodiversity in a concrete jungle.
Since public concerns over social and economic issues
tend to be short-term expediency, the BSAP should focus
on enhancing our existing biodiversity strengths, mainstreaming the understanding of biodiversity across the
society, and engaging different sectors in the dialogue
and actions, so as to enable the community to adopt a
long-term common goal. To achieve this, it is essential to
enhance and publicize the listing of keystone species and
species with important ecological functions, in order to
raise public awareness and facilitate businesses in fulfilling corporate responsibility.

The gaps
However, the consultation document seems to be
vague in identifying key biodiversity issues affecting
Hong Kong, as well as major knowledge gaps concerning specific ecosystem services that are important to
the community. It is difficult for the general public to
evaluate the opportunity cost of sacrificing biodiversity
for the needs of Hong Kong people. As the successful
conservation of biodiversity greatly depends on the full
extent of available knowledge, as well as the commitment and participation of the community, we need to
ensure that the business sector and general public are
well informed about the implications and impact of
deteriorating biodiversity, and to develop a positive attitude to protect our ecosystems.
Another gap is the “inter-departmental disconnection” within the Government in implementing various
environmental initiatives, probably due to the lack of
expertise in government authorities and a strong leadership to coordinate a collective effort. As conservation
policy is intimately linked to economic, land, development and other major policies, the Government should

strengthen its understanding of the links between biodiversity and other policies, advocate a more integrated
approach to engage all departments in policy development and implementation, and develop a review mechanism to deal with conflicting policy interests.
The business perspectives
Market mechanism is always a powerful complement to the Government’s policies and strategies, and so
bringing conservation and business together to deliver
concrete biodiversity outcomes through the market
should be the most effective way to drive ecosystem
management. Unfortunately, under the current CBD
framework, businesses do not have a clearly defined
role in the process of formulating policy solutions to
tackle biodiversity loss. To scale up an effective policy
development, it is important to leverage market forces

and create economic incentives for conservation to
drive the inclusion of biodiversity and ecosystem value
in the business decision process, and level the playing
field between businesses. Apart from risk management,
it is also worthwhile to conduct research on the market
potential and opportunities for ecological products and
eco-business services brought about by the conservation
of biodiversity.
The implementation of the BSAP may impact some
businesses, in particular property development and
construction sectors, and bring in other less visible
changes in supply chain operations. As mainstreaming
is the key for biodiversity conservation, the Government should provide more support to the business sector, especially SMEs, and introduce incentive schemes
for businesses to develop biodiversity enhancement
projects. These could include educational programmes

to encourage the incorporation of biodiversity considerations into management decisions, land exchange for
high ecological private land, promotion of native plant
landscape design in urban property developments, and
similar measures.
Engagements and pragmatic solutions
While the Government should continue to enhance
existing conservation measures and incorporate biodiversity considerations into major development policies,
we would like to emphasize the critical importance of
providing certainty and predictability so that businesses
can plan well ahead in response to any policy changes
and new requirements such as regulatory amendments
to fill the gap between the Environmental Impact
Assessment and public expectations, and facilitate their
decision-making process in carrying out development

projects at an earlier stage, particularly those in ecologically sensitive areas. If import bans on specific unsustainable products are to be introduced, the Government
should engage the trade sectors along the supply chain
in discussion prior to policy formulation and provide an
appropriate grace period for effective transition.
As Hong Kong’s economy continues to develop, living places become more urbanized, and the impact of
climate change becomes more apparent, we have to
work harder and smarter to mainstream the value of
biodiversity across all sectors. We encourage the Government to conduct early stakeholder engagement
exercises on development projects to find pragmatic
solutions that will achieve sustainable development
and conserve our biodiversity, while facilitating Hong
Kong’s economic development and maintaining our
competitiveness.

HKGCC Seizes
First-mover Advantage in Iran

“I

ran is very different from
how I imagined it would
be,” said Kelven Ka-shing
Lit, Director, Censpot Trading Corporation. “People are very friendly,
well-educated and open; shopping
centres have the latest electronics
and everywhere is so clean!”
Lit wasn’t the only person on the
Chamber’s 19-member delegation
to Iran who felt that way. The eightday mission from 2-9 April visited
the major cities of Tehran, Mashhad
and Isfahan to explore opportunities for business cooperation and
meet potential partners in line with
the Mainland’s Belt & Road ini-

tiative, and following the lifting of
sanctions on Iran as a result of the
successful outcome of the “five plus
one” negotiations.
Commenting on the trip upon
returning to Hong Kong, Chairman
of HKGCC’s Asia & Africa Committee and mission leader Andrew
Wells, said that delegates were surprised by the level of sophisticated
development that the country had
achieved, despite years of sanctions,
largely on its own initiative.
“People were welcoming and
open, well-educated, proud of their
heritage and eager to engage with
international businesses,” he said.

“Delegates agreed that Iran today is
completely different from the way
it is often portrayed in the international media. We have no doubt that
there are highly profitable opportunities in a wide range of sectors for
Hong Kong companies entering the
world’s largest remaining untapped
market in the year ahead.”
The Chamber’s mission was
the first major business delegation
to visit the country since the lifting of sanctions. The potential for
Hong Kong businesses to invest in
everything from airports to hotels
to health spas is great, and entirely
practical given normal due diligence. The country is in need of
new infrastructure and public utilities which are aging due to sanctions. Iranian SMEs are eager to
partner with Hong Kong companies
for trading in goods and services.
Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese companies, and also some Hong
Kong firms, have been doing business with Iran for many years and are
looking to expand their footprint in
the country now that sanctions have
been lifted, said mission advisor and
deputy leader Behzad Mirzaei.
Hong Kong’s competitors, such
as Singapore, are actively exploring
opportunities. A 57-member delegation led by the Singapore Business
Federation organized a five-day mis-

sion to Iran on 26 February. “The delegation was eager to get in on the second-largest economy in the Middle
East with an estimated gross domestic
product (GDP) of US$406.3 billion in
2014”, said Mirzaei.
“Companies around the world are
all hoping to get a first-mover advantage in this last frontier market. Of
course some difficulties still exist in
opening letters of credit and payments, but these will ease once financial services are fully normalized.”

Banking frustrations?
Dr Abdolnaser Hemmati, Chairman and Managing Director of
Bank Melli Iran, explained that the
lifting of sanctions means that overseas banks are free to provide banking services for business transactions in Iran. Some European banks,
notably in Switzerland and Austria, were already offering financial
services to their customers doing
business with Iran and others are
expected to follow.

Following the visit on 12 April
to Tehran of Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi, for example,
deals worth billions of dollars were
signed between Italy and Iran, and
Italian banks agreed to extend US$5
billion to Iran in credit and export
guarantees. France and other countries previously wary of the sanctions regime have made comparable
moves.
Dr Hemmati admitted that
many banks remain cautious, as

they await the U.S. to clarify the
details of its post-sanctions financial relations with Iran. Whilst the
U.S. State Department has said
that it is not standing in the way
of foreign banks, as long as those
transactions do not go through
the U.S. financial system, the fact
that most international banks do
have important operations in the
U.S. understandably leads to nervousness in the short term. Iranian
Prime Minister Hassan Rouhani
has urged investors to look at the
wider picture. “All countries with
successful economies – like China,
India and South Korea – owe their
achievements to foreign investment, technology and exports,” he
said in a recent interview with the
Financial Times.

He who hesitates
China’s Ambassador to Iran,
Pang Sen, gave HKGCC’s delegates
seasoned advice during their meeting with him in Tehran. He encouraged HKGCC to play an active role
in promoting economic cooperation between Hong Kong and Iran.
Bilateral trade between China and
Iran stood at US$31.09 billion in
2015, and although a large proportion of that figure was energy and
commodity exports, Iran imported
around US$14 billion worth of
goods from China, with foodstuff
accounting for the lion’s share of
imports. Ambassador Pang has been
the recipient of a flow of delegations
from around the world since Iran’s
re-entry into the global economy,
but he agreed that some businesses

worry about the legal protection of
their investments.
Addressing this concern, Dr Mojtaba Mousavian, Director General
of Foreign Trade, Ministry of Industry, Mine and Trade Promotion,
explained to delegates that all foreign
investments are protected under the
Iranian Foreign Investment Protection and Promotion Act. Tax incentives are also available to foreign
investors, including lengthy import
duty and profits tax holidays for
businesses in certain sectors operating in investment zones.
For general trading, deputy mission leader Neville Shroff emphasized that Iranian companies were
eager to do business with Hong
Kong companies. He himself has
been doing business for many years

with customers in Iran, who are in
fact among the most demanding
when it comes to quality.
“They are very concerned about the
quality of goods and not just worried
about the price,” he said. “We saw this
with companies that we met with in
Isfahan, so I would advise Hong Kong
companies to examine how they can
help satisfy demand for quality goods
and services.”
Isfahan, home to developed heavy
and service industries contributing
nearly 10% of the country’s GDP, is
also a key tourism destination. It is also
home to many UNESCO sites, and is
actively seeking investment in hotel and
supporting infrastructure to accommodate the rising inflow of tourists.

Delegate Shanling Guo, founder
of the travel-focused China Golden
Bridge Group, said that the natural
and historical sights of Isfahan, and
other Iranian UNESCO sites, would
have great appeal for Hong Kong
tourists looking for unique holidays
– without giving up their creature
comforts.
Dr Fereydoun Allahyari, General
Manager, Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts & Tourism, Isfahan Province,
agreed that there was a pressing
need to build more quality hotels in
Iran’s number-one tourist destination to accommodate the expected
influx of tourists that are expected
to start flowing with the lifting of
sanctions.

Summing up the mission, Wells
said: “Hong Kong businesses need
to get ready to play an important
role in restoring Iran’s international
trade potential and its role as a key
junction in China’s Belt & Road
initiative, which has a high place
on the agenda both of the Government of the Hong Kong SAR
and the Central Government of
the PRC. Chamber members now
have a first-mover advantage: we
know both the opportunities Iran
can offer, as well as the challenges. I
advise other Hong Kong businesses
to see for themselves and talk to Iranian companies as soon as possible
– or risk being left behind by our
competitors.”

Strengthening Shanghai-Hong Kong

S

hanghai’s rapid development over the past decade
has transformed the city into
the Mainland’s leading trading and
financial centre. It also has its eye
on becoming an internationally
renowned sustainable metropolis.

Hong Kong has maintained close
and mutually beneficial relations
with Shanghai, which expanded
following the establishment of the
Shanghai Free Trade Zone and the
launch of the Shanghai-Hong Kong
Stock Connect.

As China is actively pushing forward with its 13th Five-Year Plan
and the Belt and Road initiative,
these development plans will foster even closer cooperation, said
Chamber Chairman YK Pang, who
led the Chamber’s high-level busi-

Cooperation
ness delegation to Shanghai on 13
April. During the two-day trip, delegates called on leaders from the
Shanghai Municipal Government
and visited Lujiazui Financial Area
of the Shanghai Free Trade Zone.
Shanghai’s 13th Five-Year Plan
Han Zheng, Secretary of the
Shanghai Committee of the Communist Party of China, told members he is confident that Shanghai
can develop into an international
economic, financial, trading and
shipping centre within the 13th
Five-Year Plan period.
Han explained that in addition
to fostering economic development, the Shanghai Government
also strives to build a comfortable,

warm and harmonious community
for its residents. However, the city
has its problems. Given its aging
population, as well as transportation, housing and energy challenges,
he said the government aims to cap
the city’s population at 25 million

by 2020. While these may be challenges for the administration, they
are opportunities for businesses.
“Cooperation between Shanghai
and Hong Kong will not be limited
to economic and trade development,
but will also cover other areas, such as

social, transport infrastructure, cultural and medical services,” he said.
Mission leader YK Pang said
Shanghai is the preferred city for
Hong Kong businesses investing in
the Mainland. The HKSAR has been
the leading foreign investor in the
city for several years. In 2015, more
than 2,500 investment projects in
Shanghai originated from Hong
Kong, valued at US$40.9 billion.
“Shanghai is the Mainland’s largest economic centre and an important coastal city. As a leading city in
the Yangtze River Delta, Shanghai
will play a key role in developing a
world-class cluster of cities in the
Yangtze River Delta under the 13th
Five-Year Plan. Hong Kong businesses will certainly grasp these
opportunities,” he said.
Han said building a world-class
technological innovation hub is a
key socio-economic development
objective for Shanghai under the
13th Five-Year Plan. To achieve
this, the city will focus on attracting investment from the innovation
and technology sector and commit
to establishing a comprehensive
national science centre.

ket access between Hong Kong and
Shanghai, which helps deepen and
broaden the capital markets in both
places. Pan Xuexian, Chairman of
the Board of Supervisors, Shanghai
Stock Exchange, said the scheme has
achieved great results. He believes
that since Mainland enterprises
were mainly financed by bank loans
in the past, there is much room for
the development of onshore and offshore bond markets as these enterprises can now raise funds via the
bond and stock markets.
While the Shanghai Municipal Government has rolled out 40
financial reform measures, Hong
Kong’s mature financial sector and
the Mainland’s support under the
13th Five-Year Plan will strengthen
Hong Kong’s role as an offshore
RMB centre and an international
asset management centre.
“Building on the foundations of
the ‘Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect,’ Shanghai and Hong Kong can
seek to further cooperate by providing
more innovative financial products
and services for cross-border investment and financing,” said Stephen
Ng, deputy leader of the mission.

Shanghai-Hong Kong financial
cooperation
The Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock
Connect, officially launched in 2014,
has established mutual stock mar-

Shanghai FTZ as the most open
window in China
The China (Shanghai) Pilot
Free Trade Zone (Shanghai FTZ)
will celebrate its third anniversary

in September this year, and is now
embarking on a three-year review.
The Shanghai FTZ became the
first pilot zone to adopt a “negative
list” management mode for foreign investment in the Mainland.
The move signified a fundamental
change from the traditional investment approach.
Jian Danian, Deputy Director of
China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade
Zone Administration, said, “Over
the past two years, the Shanghai
FTZ continued to expand and proactively promoted administrative
and financial reforms. Our goal was
to improve and streamline the system in line with international practices, which resulted in a lot of foreign enterprises and banks setting
up offices in the zone.”
Despite the Shanghai FTZ occupying only roughly 1/50th of the
city’s area, it generates one-quarter
of the city’s GDP. The implementation of the cross-border cash pooling and filing regime for foreign
invested projects has made the
Shanghai FTZ the most open window in Mainland China.
Breakthroughs in foreign
investment
Shan Yuying, Chairwoman of
the Shanghai Municipal Commission of Commerce, said contracted
foreign investment and foreign

direct investment exceeded US$50
billion in 2015, and that more than
500 multinational enterprises had
set up their regional headquarters
in the city. She added, “In addition
to developing into an international
trading centre and scientific innovation hub, Shanghai is also looking
to establish itself as an international
consumer city and fashion capital.”
Shanghai and Hong Kong
businesses go global together
The Shanghai Municipal Government is encouraging local companies to go global. At present,
more than half of the city’s overseas investment is in the form of
M&As, which has helped China’s
global integration and enhanced its
companies. The Shanghai Municipal Government has signed trade
agreements with 64 countries and
regions along the Belt & Road route,
and it is encouraging businesses to
invest in those countries.

Deputy leader PC Yu said, “Hong
Kong businesses have taken a keen
interest in the investment opportunities presented by the Belt & Road initiative. With our talent pool, sound
financial and legal systems, as well as
close ties with Southeast Asian countries, Shanghai enterprises can utilize
Hong Kong as a financing platform
so that we can develop Belt & Road
projects together.”

Pang added that as both cities
have their own unique advantages,
there is still ample room for cooperation. He encouraged enterprises
in both areas to seize opportunities arising from the 13th Five-Year
Plan and the Belt & Road initiative,
explore mutually beneficial areas
for cooperation and make stronger
contributions to the future development of the country.

The delegation called on leaders from various ministries and departments, including:
 Han Zheng, Secretary of the Shanghai Committee of the Communist Party of China
 Shan Yuying, Chairwoman, Shanghai Municipal Commission of Commerce
 Zhang Xiaosong, Director General, and Zhou Yajun, Deputy Director of the Hong Kong &
Macao Affairs Office of Shanghai Municipal People’s Government
 Jian Danian, Deputy Director, China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone Administration, and
Deputy Governor, Shanghai Pudong New Area
 Pan Xuexian, Chairman of the Board of Supervisors, Shanghai Stock Exchange
 Jin Liang, Deputy Chairman of the Shanghai Federation of Industry and Commerce
 Victoria Tang, Director of the Hong Kong Economic and Trade Affairs in Shanghai,
Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
 Samson Chan, Vice Chairman of the Hong Kong Chamber of Commerce in China-Shanghai

T

he Swiss Confederation was founded in 1291 and
consists of 26 cantons, with Bern as the seat of
the federal authorities. The country is situated in
western Europe and is bordered by Italy to the south,
France to the west, Germany to the north and Austria
and Liechtenstein to the east. While the Alps occupy
the greater part of the territory, the Swiss population
of approximately eight million people is concentrated
mostly on the plateau where the major cities lie. The
country has a long history of neutrality and tradition
of confidentiality. It is the birthplace of the Red Cross
and home of numerous international organizations
including the United Nations. Switzerland is a founding
member of the European Free Trade Association though
it is not part of the European Union. The country does
participate in the Schengen Area and the EU single
market through several bilateral treaties. The currency is
the Swiss Franc which historically has been considered a
safe-haven currency with virtually zero inflation.
Setting the benchmark
Switzerland ranks at the top or near the top in
several categories of national performance, including
government transparency, civil liberties, quality of life,
economic competitiveness and human development.
Zurich and Geneve have always ranked among the top
10 cities in the world on quality-of-life lists. The cantons
have a permanent constitutional status and a high degree
of independence. Switzerland has four official languages
including German, French and Italian. The fourth official

language is Romansh. Federal laws and other official acts
need to be decreed in German, French and Italian.
The Swiss economy and taxation
Switzerland has a stable, prosperous and high-tech
economy that is one of the most competitive in the world.
For these reasons, Switzerland has been chosen by several
large multinational companies to be the home of their
European headquarters. Switzerland’s most important
economic sector is manufacturing that consists largely
of the production of specialised chemicals, health and
pharmaceutical goods, and scientific and precision
measuring instruments. The service sector, especially the
financial sector that includes banking and insurance, and
tourism are other important industries for Switzerland.
Switzerland is broadly considered as one of the gateways to
Europe just as Hong Kong is seen as gateway to Mainland
China. Switzerland looks at the Greater China region,
especially the Mainland and Hong Kong with a lot of
interest and attraction. Economic cooperation between
these countries has been strengthened by the Free Trade
Agreement between Mainland China and Switzerland, a
comprehensive bilateral free trade agreement effective as
of 1 July 2014 and the new Double Taxation Agreement
between Switzerland and Hong Kong effective as of 1
January 2013. The Swiss tax system mirrors Switzerland’s
federal structure. All cantons have the full right of taxation
except for those taxes that are exclusively reserved for the
federal government. Switzerland thus has two levels of
taxation: the federal and the cantonal/communal level.

DIRECT TAXATION: COMPANIES
Resident companies
Residence

• a corporation is resident in Switzerland if it has its legal seat
(registered office) or place of effective management in Switzerland

Tax base

• worldwide

Corporate tax rates

• 8.5% (effective rate 7.83% if the deductibility of the federal tax
due is taken into consideration)

Capital gains

• part of business income;  
• participation relief if minimum 10% capital holding

Loss carry-forward

• yes, for 7 tax years

Non-resident companies
Corporate Income Tax

• 8.5% (effective rate 7.83% if the deductibility of the federal tax
due is taken into consideration)

Capital gains on sale of shares in resident companies

• participation relief if minimum 10% capital holding

Capital gains on sale of immovable properties

• part of business income

Withholding tax rates:
Branch profits

• no

Double tax treaty

• 35%

Interests

• 35% on bonds issued by Swiss debtors and on bank deposits
• 3% on loans secured by immovable property
• 0% for qualifying interest under EU-Swiss Savings Agreement

Royalties

• no

Fees (technical)

• no

Fees (management)

• no

DIRECT TAXATION: INDIVIDUALS
Resident Individuals
Residence

• residence is based on several factors, such as the centre of vital
interests or the place of abode (30 days combined with a gainful
activity or a stay of 90 days without such activity)

Taxable income

• worldwide

Income tax rates

• progressive
• top rate 13.2% (up to CHF 755,200)
• 11.5% on whole income if income exceeds CHF 755,200

Capital gains

• not subject to tax, if derived from private transactions

Social security contributions

• public pension, pension plan, health insurance

Non-resident individuals
Income tax rates

• progressive
• top rate 13.2% (up to CHF 755,200)
• 11.5% on whole income if income exceeds CHF 755,200

Capital gains on sale of shares in resident companies

• capital gains are not subject to federal income tax unless they are
derived in the course of a business

Capital gains on sale of immovable property

• depends on the canton

Withholding tax rates:
Employment income

• regular wage withholding applies

Dividends

• 35%  

Interests

• 35%  
• 3% on loans secured by immovable property
• 0% on interest under EU-Swiss Savings Agreement

Royalties

• 5%

Fees (technical)

• 0%

Fees (directors)

• no

INDIRECT TAXATION: Value added tax (VAT)/Goods and services tax (GST)

Taxable events

•
•
•
•
•

supply of goods for consideration
supply of services for consideration
private use of goods and services
import of services for consideration
import of goods

VAT/GST (standard)

• 8%

VAT/GST (reduced)

• 0%, 2.5%, 3.8%

VAT/GST (increased)

• no

Registration/deregistration threshold

• CHF 100,000 annually (CHF 150,000 for non-profit sports
and cultural associations and certain charitable institutions)

Interests

• 35% on bonds issued by Swiss debtors and on bank deposits
• 3% on loans secured by immovable property
• 0% for qualifying interest under EU-Swiss Savings Agreement

OTHER TAXES
Inheritance and gift taxes

• no, depending on the canton

Net wealth tax (individual)

• yes, depending on the canton

Net wealth tax (corporate)

• yes, depending on the canton

Real estate taxes

• yes, depending on the canton

Capital duty

• no

Transfer tax

• on real estate: depending on the canton
• on securities: 0.15% for domestic securities and 0.3% for foreign
securities

Stamp duty

• yes (1% on the issuance of securities above CHF 1 million)

Excise duties

• yes

Customizing Web Design
for Enterprises
Web design is not just “eye candy” but an integral part of a company’s website combining
practical usage and good design, reports the Chamber’s staff writer Ray Lai

T

he internet has become an essential part of our life
while computers and smart phones are indispensable
daily tools. As a result, many companies have realized that e-commerce and online websites are important for
doing business. This has given rise to a growing demand for
web design.
This is what led Kenneth Wan, Business Development
Director of Black Media Group, to quit a marketing job
seven years ago and start his own business.
“When I was working in a marketing company, I found
out about the demand for web design,” said Kenneth. “Black
Media was founded with the intention of offering enterprises and businesses graphic design services and a customized range of web development.”
“Nowadays, many people prefer to visit a company’s website to research the company’s products and services before
they visit a store,” he said. “The website represents the company. New customers may not visit your company but they
must visit your website to know about your services. If your
website has a stylish design, it will attract their attention.”
Some companies have already recognised that a stylish
website with attractive effects is beneficial for their business.
“A few years ago, some companies started to feature more
attractive designs and special effects on their websites. Even
some corporations and non-governmental organisations
were willing to try new designs,” he said.
Quality Service
Kenneth believes there is no such thing as one size fits all
when it comes to designing websites. Black Media Group
develops unique solutions for each client instead of just
using a design template. “We are not an assembly line and
our designs are not crudely made,” he said. “We are proud
to stand tall among other design companies in Hong Kong
for our stylish designs and creative originality.”
“We ensure the design is suitable for the client’s unique
vision, brand values and core messages. We research companies’ backgrounds, their local competitors and their counterparts in foreign countries before starting projects,” He
said. “From print media to web development and complete
corporate branding, we are committed to providing clients

with a range of sophisticated graphic design services, custom
designed to fit each customer’s unique business ambitions
and goals.”
Kenneth said on every project they design, thorough discussions are held between his team and clients to ensure
quality and to prevent any unsatisfactory outcomes. “Communicating with clients is important. We take time to listen
to our clients, and then incorporate their own unique brand
vision, business goals and ambition into the overall design.
We try to approach every project without any preconception
about how the objects should be designed,” he explained.
Unlike other outsourcing web design firms, all of their projects are produced in-house with a team. Also, all projects are
then followed up by holding meetings with clients and not
only email communication.
Black Media Group also provides other services such as
their IR Solution, which is fully capable of fulfilling the new
Hong Kong Exchange (HKEx) announcement posting compliance which requires companies to post information on their
own corporate websites within one hour after being submitted to the HKEx website. The solution consists of a Content
Management System (CMS), File Submission System (FSS),
and a 24-hour Content team to ensure all the official and
financial documents and files of clients are posted onto corporate websites within the required time. The company also
offers clients a dedicated posting hotline and email address to
ensure that announcements or other related documents could
be uploaded within 30 minutes onto the client’s corporate
website. “This service enables firms to avoid delayed posting,
which would risk punishment from HKEx,” he said.
Challenges
The biggest challenge is combining aesthetics with the
client’s needs since different companies have different backgrounds and values, says Kenneth. However, he is confident
in dealing with this. “We have a professional team who have
high technical skills and are able to overcome even the most
difficult technical challenges.”
Building customer trust and confidence is crucial for success in any business so it is important to show off the quality
of your services to clients. “We treat every project like a competition to fight for, which encourages staff to strive as much
as possible to ‘win.’ Also, we enter competitions regularly to
try to win awards so that we can gain recognition,” he said.

Company: Black Media Group Ltd
HKGCC Membership No.: HKB0502
Website: http://www.bmg.com.hk
Telephone: (852) 3488 0550

A

s the person in charge of business development at
Tenson Medicare Co Ltd, Shirley Ng has often had
to use her extensive sales and marketing experience to
help the company survive difficult times and grow over
the years.
“Running a business is not an easy task, and we have
had to weather storms one after another,” said Ng, a
Chamber member since 2001. “But challenges always
come with opportunities so we always need to think
carefully about finding the way out.”
Tenson supplies a wide range of medical and surgical
items, elderly products, and beauty and baby accessories.
When the SARS outbreak in 2003 hit beauty parlours,
Tenson’s main customers at that time, the company still
managed to expand its business significantly by increasing its supply of hospital consumables such as face masks
and protective gowns.
Today, Tenson has diversified its wholesale business
into the retail sector so that besides selling to hospitals,
elderly homes, beauty parlours, pharmacies and departmental stores, it also sells to consumers in stores, including its own retail outlet.
Ng enjoys attending business talks and training workshops organized by the Chamber, and she reads The Bulletin to keep abreast of the latest economic and market
developments favouring or threatening her businesses.
“All these Chamber events inspire us to think big and
help us survive and grow.” Ng concluded. “The HKGCC,
being one of the largest business associations in Hong
Kong with many large member companies, is the place
where SMEs like us can gain the impetus to move forward.”

Company: Tenson Medicare Co Ltd
HKGCC Membership No.: HKT0491
Established: 1992
Website: http://www.tensonmedi.com.hk

Future Development
Kenneth said graphics design is an evolving industry. For instance, the emergence of mobile device usage
means web designs also have to be mobile-friendly.
This means his team has to fulfill technical challenges
for an increasingly complex range of device types. He
believes more people will focus on using phones and
tablets instead of computers to go online. He also
believes encouraging staff to further their learning of
new things is a good way to maintain their abilities.
“Apart from web design, staff are encouraged to attend
design shows and reference designs from Europe and
America to get new ideas and techniques for their next
projects.”

Kenneth is also optimistic that with the global trend
of digitization with businesses, the importance of good
web design will only grow stronger. “We are already seeing changes in the e-commerce business. Although there
is an increasing number of media firms and multimedia courses, there is no harm to our business since I
believe not many competitors provide services that are
as good as our team’s,” he said. “We keep on learning and
improving by looking at foreign designs.”
Kenneth hopes that Hong Kong web design can
become famous internationally in the future. “I hope
the web design industry in Hong Kong can reach an
international level and that Western companies will use
designs from Hong Kong as an influence,” he said.

Exclusive oﬀers for HKGCC members

20% Discount on all Web Design Package
Contact: 3488 0550 | info@bmg.com.hk

A

s a pioneer of the Rocksgrass® system for growing
vegetation on concrete and stone slope surfaces
– even those at 90-degree angles – the work of John
So’s company can be seen along many major roads in
Hong Kong, including the greenery at the entrances
and exits of the Eagle’s Nest Tunnel, a local regreened
slope.
So established Spray Engineering Corp in 1987,
which is the exclusive distributor and agent for
HUESKER Geosynthetics in Germany and Bonar BV
in Holland. The company is also a franchise of Protex
Chemical Inc, the second-biggest U.S. concrete additive manufacturer, whose products So started manufacturing and distributing in the Pearl River Delta in
1990.
A long-time member, So often attends Chamber
events and has benefited from meeting potential busi-

Company: Spray Engineering Corp
HKGCC Membership No.: HKS0316
Website: http://www.building.com.hk/sec
Telephone: (852) 2575 7871

ness partners in Mainland China and Hong Kong, and
picking up lots of industry knowledge.
“I joined the Chamber in 1991 to expand my business network and trade contacts in Mainland China and
overseas,” said So. “I enjoy participating in trade missions,
luncheon seminars and local visits to be in the know.”
“The HKGCC is the only trade organization that I
would consider being a member of,” he said.
In addition to networking, So has been very active
in the Chamber, being a long-time member of the
Chamber SME Committee. Also, as a spray paint specialist and a chemical expert, he represented HKGCC
in the Dangerous Goods Standing Committee of the
Fire Department for six years. He was also a member
of the Lions Club of Hong Kong Harbour for 18 years,
serving in various posts including first, second and
third vice president and club secretary.

Paying Homage
to the Deep Sea
The Ocean takes diners on a culinary maritime voyage,
reports the Chamber’s staff writer Elmo Wong

M

arine life artist Robert Wyland once said: “The
ocean stirs the heart, inspires the imagination
and brings eternal joy to the soul.” Located by the
tranquil shores of Repulse Bay, The Ocean restaurant looks to
do that with seafood served up in creative, nautical-themed
arrangements.
Fitted out in a mainly blue and white color scheme, the
restaurant features built-in aquariums, sweeping floor-toceiling windows, and curved booths inspired by coral reefs.
The kitchen team, led by Executive Chef Agustin Balbi, uses a
minimalist approach to create sea-inspired dishes while supporting ocean sustainability. The result is dishes that amplify
the natural flavours of seasonal ingredients served on plates
that resemble different elements in the sea.

New Technologies
and Business
Models Reshaping
the Commercial
Landscape

T

his year marks the beginning of Mainland China’s
13th Five-Year Plan (2016-2020). With the country’s
ongoing transition to a more sustainable growth
model, a lower economic growth target at around 6.5% is
expected. However, as the Mainland evolves into a more
consumer-driven economy, this transition is set to play
a more significant role in driving economic growth in
the years ahead. The Central Government has been very
supportive in developing the commercial sector and has
promulgated a number of policies and regulations to
promote the orderly development of sectors that include
retail, e-commerce, logistics, finance and many others. In
particular, the “Internet Plus” concept advocated by the
government calls for a new model to propel traditional
industries, given the proliferation of Internet-based businesses. This will provide myriad new development opportunities for commercial enterprises in the online-to-offline
(O2O) era.
The Fung Business Intelligence Centre has recently
published the “10 Highlights of China’s Commercial Sector 2016” with the secretariat of the Expert Committee
of the China General Chamber of Commerce in January
2016. The 10 highlights were identified after a series of
votes and formal, in-depth panel discussions by a group
of over 170 top-tier experts in Mainland China.
Consumer market enters a ‘new normal;’
consumption increasingly becomes a driver of growth
China is undergoing the process of transitioning into a
“new normal” economy. Along with domestic consumption, entrepreneurship and innovation are set to be major
generators of growth in the coming year. The role of the
Internet is becoming more prominent in driving transformation and upgrading traditional industries while
facilitating the development of new business models. It is
expected that such innovative business models will facilitate the creation of new retail formats, distribution channels and consumption patterns as well as help industries
transform and upgrade.

Government delivers multiple policies to
support distribution sector development
The government has placed a strong emphasis on
domestic trade. The State Council and relevant government departments promulgated a number of
major policies in 2015 to facilitate the development
of the distribution sector. Major policy directions
include the creation of a better business environment,
facilitation of regional development, e-commerce,
“Internet Plus” and O2O development, logistics and
consumer services. It is believed that the government
will continue to launch more favourable policies and
supporting measures to foster the growth of the distribution sector over the coming years. Given the broad
scope and complex principles enshrined in these policies, our experts urge the government to place more
emphasis on implementation.
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this went mainstream. To adapt to the digital era, many
retailers have increasingly leveraged advanced technologies to create a seamless shopping experience across all
channels – online, mobile and brick-and-mortar. A significant O2O development in 2015 was the manifestation of different forms of O2O business practices across
various industries, particularly service subsectors such
as catering, travel, education, automotive and real estate.
This trend will continue into 2016 and become a norm
in the commercial sector. Moreover, to stay competitive,
some retailers have made vigorous efforts to revamp,
upgrade and explore new business opportunities.

‘Internet Plus’ initiative drives
e-commerce expansion
Mainland China’s e-commerce sector continues to
attract the world’s attention with its explosive growth
and transformative effect on the commercial landscape.
E-commerce is also a major driver of growth in the “new
normal” economy as many traditional industries have
now embraced this digital channel. Meanwhile, the government’s “Internet Plus” strategy further supports the
growth of the sector, particularly mobile commerce and
rural e-commerce.
Traditional retailers reinvent and upgrade;
embracing ‘O2O’ strategies becomes
an industry consensus
While O2O integration has been a term in use over
the past few years, it was not until around 2015 that

Strategic partnerships in the Mainland’s
commercial sector intensify
China’s commercial sector witnessed robust business collaborations and partnership activities in 2015.
Companies which were rivals in the past have tended
to redefine their competitive strategies and form business ecosystems to enhance their offerings and regain
a firmer foothold in the market. Compared to the past,
the strategic alliance activities that took place in 2015
showed some distinctive features – modest strategic collaborations, a “step out” approach and the integration of
offline and online businesses. It is expected that strategic
partnerships between commercial enterprises will continue in 2016 and over the next few years. The trend will
be further accelerated through the compulsive force of
“Internet Plus.”
Exploring innovative business practices and new
retail formats
Today, many retail operators are encompassing a
broader range of new formats, designs and technologies
to respond to the rapidly changing needs of consumers.
Specifically, shopping mall and department store operators are endeavouring to provide more “experiential”
elements to enhance their trade mix and diversify consumer offerings. On the other hand, a number of largescale traditional retail commercial property projects are
becoming smaller-scale, in the hope of achieving a better market position. This trend is set to continue over
the coming year.

Cross-border e-commerce import businesses see
rapid growth
The Mainland’s cross-border e-commerce development has captured considerable attention globally. Many foreign brands and retailers are selling their
products via cross-border e-commerce platforms. At
the same time, cross-border e-commerce is increasingly becoming a popular way for retailers to transform
their businesses. An increasing number of traditional
retailers, particularly department stores and large-scale
supermarkets, which have suffered from slowing sales
growth in recent years, are actively tapping into crossborder e-commerce businesses.
Express delivery sector enters ‘new era of service’
In recent years, the express delivery sector has
undergone rapid transformation and upgrading. Many
express delivery companies are constantly expanding
their service offerings and improving service quality to
keep pace with the changing needs of the market. New
business models are gaining popularity; they include
community service store chains offering click and collect services for online orders and crowd-sourced delivery platforms connecting enterprises with part-time
individuals who can offer their time to provide delivery
services.
Digital catering receives increasing attention
Mass and casual dining have become more mainstream in the catering sector in recent years. Alongside
the rapid development of e-commerce and mobile commerce, some digital catering platforms such as Baidu
Waimai and Eleme providing group-buying and food
delivery services are gaining popularity. The catering sector is expected to enjoy rapid development over
the coming years as mass and casual dining are set to
undergo impressive growth.
Better business regulations,
better consumption environment
Despite the extraordinary development of China’s
commercial sector in recent years, business malpractices
remain a major concern for the sector. In particular,
food safety and product quality issues, concerns over
online purchasing and misleading and deceptive advertising have drawn extensive attention. The government
has stepped up efforts to better regulate the market.
Major initiatives include carrying out random quality
inspections, passing the new Advertising Law and working closely with local industry associations to strengthen
the supervision and regulation of the consumer goods
market.

A

fter four years of a pilot run, the Ministry of
Finance (MOF) and the State Administration
of Taxation (SAT) issued Caishui [2016] No. 36
(Circular 36), which provides detailed implementation
guidance on the further rollout of the Value-Added Tax
(VAT) reform to the last four major industries that were
not already covered – construction, financial, lifestyle
and real estate – as well as modifications to the current
VAT rules for industries already covered in the previous
phases. The business tax (BT) was completely phased
out and replaced by VAT from 1 May 2016.
Construction & real estate – 11% VAT rate
(3%/5% for simplified method)
This industry has great importance for Mainland
China's economy. In general, Circular 36 allows for
the deduction of subcontracting fees and cost of land
use when calculating taxable income. As a transitional
measure, taxpayers of certain projects may choose the
simplified method of taxation.
In practice, it is relatively difficult for the construction companies to pass on the additional VAT cost (tax
rate increase from 3% to 11%) to their customers, who
are generally real estate developers, and obtain input
VAT deductions for labour and materials costs. This
may, in the short run, impact the profitability of these
companies which therefore should accurately forecast
the eligible input VAT deduction and re-assess suppliers
with the focus not merely on pricing but also cost control. Tax clauses should also be added in business contracts in order to avoid any unnecessary disputes.
Real estate development businesses generally have a
long investment period, complicated operating structures and huge financing requirements. The transitional
measures provided under Circular 36 should help stabilize the tax burden of the taxpayers. However, since no
input VAT deduction will be available for the labour and
interest costs (the majority of the development costs),
the companies' tax costs may increase in the long run.
Nevertheless, having considered the current property
market situation in China and the expected return from
investments in real estate, the input VAT deduction policy (see below) may to a certain extent benefit the sales
of commercial properties.

Financial services – 6% VAT rate
China will become the first jurisdiction to subject the
financial services sector to VAT.1 The banking industry,
in particular, will face a big challenge. Circular 36 retains
certain fundamental tax exemptions currently available
under the BT regime. As input VAT that is incurred for
fees charged by the banks for providing different types

of services to the corporate customers and inter-banks
is deductible, there will likely be a huge increase in the
demand for the issuance of VAT invoices. Additionally,
since no input VAT deduction will be available for loan
interest and related fees, for those companies which
are relying heavily on loan financing, they may face an
increase in borrowing costs.
Lifestyle services – 6% VAT rate
For this sector, the majority of the policies under the
existing BT policy have been adopted in Circular 36, for
example with the calculation of taxable income and tax
exemption treatments. General VAT payers may reduce
the overall tax costs by claiming input VAT. Since a variety of services are included in this sector and the operations may cover different types of businesses and locations, management would need to exercise more strin-

VAT Reform
Concludes with Final Stage
gent control at the group level in terms of issuance of
invoices and VAT compliance formalities.
Customers and suppliers in the four industry sectors may also directly or indirectly benefit from the VAT
reform. For example, input VAT can be used to reduce
tax costs. Also, regarding the acquisition of real estate
properties, a deduction of input VAT over two years is
granted under Circular 36. This new policy will significantly reduce the tax burden of the relevant taxpayers.
This concluding stage of VAT reform will no doubt
bring benefits to businesses as a whole. However, having considered the increasing complexity of businesses
and continuously changing environment, there is a
higher demand for tax compliance. Taxpayers need to
formulate adequate management and implementation
guidelines and control risks in a systematic way. At the
same time, they need to communicate timely and effec-

tively with the tax authorities to understand the different requirements.
In 2014, the VAT pilot reform resulted in a tax
reduction to more than 95% of the relevant taxpayers
(approximately RMB89.8 billion). Other taxpayers also
benefited from the input VAT deduction, which reduced
approximately RMB100 billion in taxes.2 It is therefore
reasonable to assume that for the four newly added
industry sectors, consisting of almost 10 million new
taxpayers, this final stage of reform will lead to further
reduction of their tax burden.
Opportunities come with challenges. With these
four industry sectors being covered by the VAT regime
from 1 May 2016, the chain of VAT deduction should be
complete and double taxation within the supply chain
should be eliminated. The VAT reform will have a significant impact on all businesses operating in China.

Chamber Chairman YK Pang led a High-Level Delegation to Shanghai
from 12 to 14 April. For more details, please see page 36.

Dr Wang Tianyi, General Manager of China Everbright International Limited
and Chairman of China Everbright Water Limited, spoke at the Chamber on
15 April about China’s Public-Private Partnership (PPP) development. He
described the progress of PPP and effective PPP projects, and provided
advice about investment opportunities along the “Belt and Road.”

The Fung Business Intelligence
Centre published “Ten Highlights
of China’s Commercial Sector
2016” in January 2016, providing a
comprehensive overview of China’s
rapidly changing commercial
landscape and the fierce market
competition. Teresa Lam, Vice
President, and Lucia Leung,
Research Manager, both from Fung
Business Intelligence Centre, spoke
at a Chamber roundtable luncheon
on 18 April and dissected the report
for members.

Rocky Tung, Chamber Senior Economist, represented the Chamber
at the working meeting for the 20th Beijing-Hong Kong Economics
Cooperation Symposium on 31 March. He discussed with Su Hong,
Deputy Director of Beijing Investment Promotion Bureau, preparations for
the symposium, which will be held in Beijing in November.

HKGCC Chairman YK Pang and
Deputy Chairman Stephen Ng met with
Liu Cigui, Governor of Hainan Province,
and Vice Governor Li Guoliang at
the Hainan-Hong Kong Investment
Seminar and Dinner held in Hong
Kong on 8 April. Hainan is focusing on
its development into an international
tourism island and services industry
development, including the medical,
Internet, financial and exhibition
industries.

Deloitte China’s Tax Partner Sarah Chan and Tax Director Raymond Chan
spoke at a Chamber roundtable on 12 April on Value-Added Tax (VAT)
Pilot Reform in the Mainland. The completion deadline of the VAT Pilot
Reform was 1 May 2016. For more details about the reform,
please refer to the article on P.58.
The Guangdong Government will
organise their annual investment
promotional symposium in Hong Kong
on 14 July. A working meeting hosted
by Chen Yuehua, Deputy Director
General of Guangdong Commerce
Department was held on 13 April in
Hong Kong. Roy Chuk, China Business
Officer, and representatives from major
local chambers joined the meeting to
discuss the theme of the forthcoming
symposium.

A delegation from the Ganzhou Municipal Government, led by Guo Lan,
Deputy Director of General Office, visited the Chamber on 14 April. Guo
discussed economic and social developments in Ganzhou with Rocky
Tung, Chamber Senior Economist, and hoped to strengthen mutual
cooperation in the future.

The Ministry of Commerce (PRC) and Hong Kong Trade Development
Council jointly organised a China Investment Policy Seminar on 18
March, with HKGCC as one of the supporting organisations. Liu Haiquan,
Assistant Minister of Commerce PRC, who led an official delegation to
Hong Kong, introduced the latest Mainland investment policies at the
Seminar. The restrictions in the Shanghai Pilot Free Trade Zone have been
reduced from 190 (2013 version) to 122 (2015 version) and the cuts will
also be applied to the other four free trade zones in the Mainland.

The CCPIT Representative Office
in Hong Kong & Macao, CCPIT
Guangdong, CCPIT Guangzhou and
CCPIT Shenzhen co-hosted a spring
dinner in Hong Kong on 22 March.
Shirley Yuen, Chamber CEO, attended
the dinner.

The Council for the Promotion of
Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao
Cooperation organised a spring dinner in
Hong Kong on 23 March. The Chamber
was a supporting organisation. Deputy
Chairman Stephen Ng, CEO Shirley
Yuen, China Committee Chairman PC Yu
and Chamber GC and members joined
the dinner.

Anthony Wu, member of the Standing Committee of the CPPCC
National Committee, and Jeffrey Lam, member of the CPPCC National
Committee, shared their insight on issues relating to the 2016 NPC and
CPPCC Annual Sessions at a roundtable luncheon on 21 March. They
said the annual sessions delivered a clear message that the Central
Government will continue with economic restructuring and try to avoid
a “hard landing.” With respect to Hong Kong’s development, Premier
Li Keqiang expressed strong confidence in the city’s development
and also pledged to support and maintain Hong Kong’s long-term
prosperity.

Americas Committee

Investment Opportunities in the U.S.
Clifford Hart, Consul General of the United States of America, called on
the Chamber on 1 April to discuss investment opportunities in the U.S. He
said SelectUSA serves as one of the priority promotion platforms to attract
foreign investment to the U.S. Heads of the U.S. Consulate’s Commercial
Service and Consular Sections spoke about the advantages of SelectUSA,
as well as how to apply for a U.S. visa. Ernst & Young’s U.S. Tax Desk Senior
Manager Isabelle Wang also briefed members on taxation issues regarding
investing in the U.S. The Chamber’s Chairman YK Pang, CEO Shirley Yuen,
General Committee members PC Yu and David Lie, and committee leaders
and members exchanged ideas with the Consul General on their needs and
challenges when investing in the U.S. If members would like to get more
information about SelectUSA, please visit www.selectusasummit.us or
contact fion@chamber.org.hk.

Cocktail Reception with Consuls General of the Americas
About 100 members attended the Americas Committee’s
Cocktail Reception on 31 March at the Chamber’s Theatre for
a very productive evening of networking with Consuls General
of the Americas and their representatives. Thomas Wong,
Chairman of the Americas Committee, welcomed members
and guests before the Chamber’s Director for PR and Programs
Malcolm Ainsworth proposed a toast to building stronger
business cooperation between the countries and peoples of the
Americas and Hong Kong.

Asia & Africa Committee

HKGCC in Iran
A 19-member delegation from the Chamber visited Iran in April to explore
business opportunities. Led by Asia & Africa Committee Chairman Andrew
Wells, the delegation visited Tehran, Isfahan and Mashhad and met with
government officials, businesspeople and banks.

Ranganathan Jagannathan, Business Development Executive for the
Kakinada Special Investment Region in India, visited the Chamber on
31 March to discuss opportunities for cooperation with the Chamber.
Asia & Africa Committee Chairman Andrew Wells welcomed the visitor
and discussed the current business climate and suggested how the two
organizations could cooperate.

Ivan Chan, Vice President of the
Hong Kong Myanmar Chamber of
Commerce, visited the Chamber on 20
April to introduce the organization and
discuss possible areas for cooperation
with HKGCC Director of PR and
Programs Malcolm Ainsworth.
Lata Kannojia, from the Export
Promotion Council for Handicrafts,
and Shubham Bansal, Group
Manager, Comnet Exhibitions, called
on the Chamber’s Director of PR and
Programs Malcolm Ainsworth on 19
April to explore how the Chamber
could help promote India’s trade
exhibitions to Hong Kong companies.
The Indian Fashion and Jewellery
Exhibition will take place in Delhi from
21-23 July, while the India Handicrafts
Fair will take place from 14-18 October

also in Delhi. The Indian Government can
subsidize Hong Kong companies visiting
the shows if they meet certain criteria.

Digital, Information & Telecommunications Committee
The Chamber and Microsoft Hong Kong
co-organized the “CityNext Forum: Smart
Manpower for Smart City” on 20 April.
The event allowed business leaders,
government officials, NGOs and the
community to exchange ideas on how
businesses as well as individual workers
can embrace technologies available today
to address the needs of a smart city in the
21st century and beyond.

Daryl Choy, Director of
Wisdomboom Limited, spoke
at a Chamber roundtable
about how companies can
use WeChat as an effective
online marketing tool to reach
customers in Mainland China.

Members of the Working Group on FinTech,
DIT Committee and Financial & Treasury
Services Committee met with Nitin Gaur,
IBM Blockchain Labs Director, on 29 March
to discuss the applications of blockchain
technology and how it can help reduce the
middleman’s role and enhance transaction
efficiency, transparency and security.

Stephen Wong, Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data,
Hong Kong, spoke at a Chamber roundtable on 13 April
about the collection and use of biometric data.

Finland 2.0 – Ideal Hub for Research and Tech
Jari Sinkari, Consul General of Finland, highlighted the
growing relationship between Hong Kong and Finland in
technological development at the Europe Committee’s
meeting on 19 April. As one of the most researchintensive countries in the world, Finland is an ideal
hub for businesses to develop R&D and innovation.
It also provides a business-friendly environment for
start-up businesses in the gaming, and information and
communications technology industries, said Sinkari.

Environment & Sustainability Committee

Wander Meijer, GlobeScan’s Asia Pacific Director,
spoke at a roundtable luncheon on 7 April and
presented several case studies of how successful
global corporations embraced sustainability-led
strategies to grow their business.

The committee submitted a policy
paper on “Biodiversity Strategy and
Action Plan” on 6 April, advocating
a holistic approach to developing
strategic enhancements in overall
ecological functions. We also
emphasized the importance of
providing certainty and predictability so
that businesses can plan well ahead
in response to any policy changes and
new requirements.

Is Hong Kong still a Gateway for Investment in
Mainland China and Europe?
The Europe Committee held a talk to examine whether Hong Kong is still the
gateway for investment in Mainland China and Europe. Davide De Rosa, Of
Counsel, Gianni Origoni Grippo Cappelli & Partners, and Christian Heinen,
Managing Director, Intertrust Hong Kong Ltd, explained that Chinese investments
in Europe are growing impressively and that Chinese companies are diversifying
their services and products to satisfy market demands. They forecast that the
growth rate of global foreign investment in the Mainland will continue to grow and
that Hong Kong still has a competitive advantage in facilitating this flow.

Industry & Technology Committee
Nicholas Yang on Innovation and Technology
Nicholas Yang, Secretary for Innovation and
Technology, spoke to a full house at the
Chamber’s Town Hall Forum Series on 18 April.
The Secretary discussed what his bureau is
doing to develop Hong Kong into an innovation
hub for technology, and how technology can
boost the economy and address environmental
and social challenges.

Legal Committee
The Chamber submitted its views to a
consultation exercise on the Hong Kong
Liner Shipping Association’s application
for a Block Exemption Order under the
Competition Ordinance. Essentially, the
Chamber is supportive of exempting
liner shipping agreements with respect
to Vessel Sharing Agreements. It is
also in favour of exempting Voluntary
Discussion Agreements, another type
of liner shipping agreement, if there is
clear evidence that these give rise to net
efficiencies that benefit Hong Kong.

Retail & Tourism Committee
Twenty Chamber members visited
Wellcome Supermarket’s 500,000
square-foot Dry Grocery Delivery Centre
on 15 April. The centre operates 24
hours a day, 365 days a year delivering
goods to the chain’s 300-plus stores in
Hong Kong and Macao.

Real Estate & Infrastructure
Committee

Stephen Crosswell, Chairman of the
Chamber’s Legal Committee, provided
his perspective on the dynamics
between a free market and the legal
system at a lunchtime talk on 14 April.

The 2016 Hong Kong Awards for
Industries Scheme was launched on 5
April. The Chamber is the lead organizer
of the “Innovation and Creativity”
category, and will be organizing a
seminar on “Innovating New Business
Opportunities” on 13 May to promote
the awards scheme.

Dominic Chow, Principal Assistant
Secretary (Works) 1, Development Bureau,
updated members at the committee’s
meeting on 12 April about labour shortage
issues facing the construction industry, and
the Government’s measures to address the
shortages.

Chamber Assistant Director
Charlotte Chow met with Logan
Sears, CEO of Green Acres
Franchise Group from New Zealand,
on 11 April to discuss the group’s
plan to expand into the Mainland
market through Hong Kong.

Taxation Committee
Anthony Tong, Deputy Chairman of the Copyright Tribunal, spoke at a
Chamber roundtable luncheon on the development and management
of intellectual properties for SMEs on 11 April. He gave an overview of
trademarks, copyrights, registered designs and patents, and explained the
rationale for businesses applying for these IP categories. He emphasized
that enterprises should establish a comprehensive and traceable recordkeeping system and integrate IP into business plans when managing the
IP portfolio.

Women Executives Club
WEC Chairman Margaret Leung
and Vice Chairman Jennifer Chan
represented the Chamber at a
dinner for the leadership of a
local women association hosted
by Madam Yin Xiaojing, Deputy
Minister for Liaison Office of the
Central Government in the HKSAR,
on 18 April at their office.

Twenty members visited the ICAC’s Headquarters on 15 April to talk with
Simon Peh, ICAC Commissioner, and his colleagues about corruption
trends in Hong Kong, as well as Hong Kong’s standing in local and
international surveys/rankings on probity. Members were also briefed on
support programmes provided by the ICAC to listed companies, SMEs,
individual trades and professions.

The Chamber submitted its views on
5 April to a government consultation
on Hong Kong Programme for Tax
Treaty Negotiations in 2016. To further
enhance Hong Kong’s role as a “super
connector” for trade and investments
between Mainland China and Belt
and Road countries, the Chamber
has called for a CDTA-only approach
to bilateral tax agreements with
jurisdictions in Asia, Europe and Africa.

Talent Development
Andrew Yau, General Manager of Marketing, and Ada
Wong, Manager for Online Advertising-PLAN, both
from New World iMedia Solutions Ltd, together with
the Channel Sales Lead of Google Hong Kong, Terry
Fung, spoke at a seminar on 8 April about “Effective
Digital Marketing Trends.” They gave practical advice
about common digital marketing strategies adopted
by companies today, successful case sharing of O2O
(Online to Offline or Offline to Online) marketing, and
the use of different tools available in Google to help

analyze the latest market data to drive sales and build
brand awareness. The speakers stressed that having a
mobile friendly corporate website is essential nowadays
as the majority of people use mobile devices to browse
the Internet.

Maxine Teo, Corporate Facilitator of Charisma
Academy, conducted a workshop on “Powerful
People Skills for Greater Business Results”
on 13 April. Members learnt some quick and
powerful tips on people skills such as turning
difficult people into allies, clues and cues to
connecting with people efficiently, and knowing
how to ask the right questions to achieve
greater business results.

Andrew Ma, Founder & Executive Director
of Chorev Consulting International Co Ltd,
spoke at a seminar on 22 April on “Recruiting
and Retaining Fresh Graduates.” He shared
with members the importance of building a
leader-follower relationship with newly recruited
graduates as part of a talent retention strategy,
and gave some practical advice on ways to
identify critical skills, potential and attitudes in
the recruitment process.

Cheers the Americas!

O

ver 100 members attended the Americas Committee’s Cocktail Reception on 31 March at the
Chamber’s Theatre for a very productive evening
of networking with Consuls General of the Americas and
their representatives. Thomas Wong, Chairman of the
Americas Committee, welcomed members and guests
before the Chamber’s Director of PR & Programs Malcolm Ainsworth proposed a toast to build stronger business cooperation between the countries and peoples of
the Americas and Hong Kong.

A

round 20 members visited
the ICAC and met with
Commissioner Simon Peh
on 15 April to exchange views about
anti-corruption efforts and the low
level of corruption in Hong Kong.
Peh stressed that the ICAC’s robust
three-pronged strategy in eradicating
graft, raising awareness and preventing corruption was widely recognised
at home and abroad. With staunch
support from the public and the business community, Hong Kong continues to rank as one of the cleanest
places in the world in international
corruption surveys.
However, the public has a perception that Hong Kong’s corruption
has risen. Peh said such a perception
is due to the extensive media coverage of a few prominent corruption
cases. He explained that the successful crackdown on these cases demonstrated the resolution and efficacy of
the ICAC to bring the corrupt to jus-

tice, irrespective of the background,
status or position of the persons and
organisations involved.
Raymond Ng, Acting Director of
Community Relations, acknowledged

Hong Kong continues to
rank as one of the cleanest
places in the world
in international
corruption surveys.

the business sector as a major partner
in ICAC’s battle against corruption.
He also highlighted some of the
centre’s recent initiatives including a three-year ethics promotion
programme for listed companies

in Hong Kong, corruption prevention services for SMEs, an integrity
management programme for banking industry and ethics promotion
work targeted at young people.
With the support of HKGCC and
nine other major chambers of commerce in Hong Kong, the ICAC set
up the Hong Kong Business Ethics
Development Centre (the Centre)
in 1995 to serve as a bridge between
the ICAC and the business community to promote business and
professional ethics. Since then, the
centre has promulgated business
ethics to 800,000 people from different business organisations, business associations and professional
bodies on different occasions.
As one of the founding members
of the Hong Kong Business Ethics
Development Advisory Committee,
the Chamber will continue to play
our part and work with ICAC closely
in maintaining a level playing field
for businesses in Hong Kong.

Heartwarming Meals

T

he Young Executives Club
(YEC) volunteered to lend
a hand to Food Angel to
help prepare and serve food for
the elderly and young on 17 and
22 March. A total of 37 members
took part in the activity, including
Chamber CEO Shirley Yuen and
YEC Vice Chairman Joseph Chan.
On both visits, Chamber volunteers helped to prepare vegetables and serve meal boxes at Food
Angel’s Chai Wan kitchen and
Sham Shui Po Community Cen-

tre. The volunteers prepared over
1,800 meals which were then distributed to single elderly folks
and underprivileged children at
different community centers.
At the Sham Shui Po Community Centre, volunteers had the
opportunity to serve meals to the
elderly and chat with them about
their daily lives. Many members
felt that the activity was very
meaningful and made them
more considerate about wasting
food.

Business-School Partnership Programme Activities Review

Tak Nga Students Enjoy Art in a
Shopping Mall
A group of twenty-nine students from Tak Nga Secondary
School visited the K11 mall owned by the New World Development Company Ltd on 12 April. The students were
given an art tour to understand how the theme “art, people
and nature” was incorporated into the mall and were excited
to learn about the design concept for every art piece in the
mall and how the art museum inside the shopping mall attracts customers. The students will also go on a hotel tour of
the Hyatt Regency in the coming month to get an understanding about how a hotel operates.

Bec Shows Off Green HQ To The Students
of The Mission Covenant Church Holm
Glad College

Stewards Pooi Kei
Students Visit Link
Reit’s New Wet Markets

19 May

Mark Your Diary
Download our app
HKGCC Mobile

16 May
Cocktail Reception with Consuls
General of the Asia-Pacific, African
and Middle Eastern Regions:
Exploring the Belt & Road Countries

The Transformation of China’s
Innovative Capacity and
Innovation Strategies for
MNCs in China

2016 Chamber Events
MAY

04
MAY

05
MAY

06
MAY

Roundtable: Proposed Tax Measures for Corporate
Treasury Centres in Hong Kong – what are the business
opportunities and challenges?

Seminar: Do’s and Don’ts of Employee Compensation
& Benefits Programmes

MAY

16

Seminar: Retirement: Are We Saving Enough? What Are
the Obstacles?

HKGCC Annual General Meeting

Seminar: Innovation & Creativity: Market Trends &
Business Opportunities cum Introduction to the
Selection Criteria of The 2016 Hong Kong Awards
for Industries: Innovation and Creativity
YEC: Lifestyle and Recreation
Cocktail Reception with Consuls General of the
Asia-Pacific, African and Middle Eastern Regions:
Exploring the Belt & Road Countries

17

Workshop: Selecting & Interviewing Post ‘90s
Job Candidates

19
MAY

Chinese Cuisine & Chilean Wines Pairing
Luncheon
Financial & Treasury Services Committee Meeting

23
MAY

Roundtable: The Transformation of China’s
Innovative Capacity and Innovation Strategies
for MNCs in China
Seminar: Protecting Your Financial Data via
Cryptography and Other Cybersecurity Strategies

Meeting with Standard Working Hours Committee
Roundtable: Claims and Collection Tactics to
Shelter Against Rising Corporate Debt in China
Town Hall Forum Series: Meet the LegCo The Honourable Tsang Yok-sing

Training: Managing Extraordinary Staff Situations

MAY
MAY

Seminar: Government Consultation on “Trade
Single Window”

Taxation Committee Meeting
Workshop: “Press Release Writing” Workshop

MAY
11- Mission to Xi’an
14
MAY

13

MAY

YEC: Business Over Meals – Essential Dining Etiquette

Roundtable: Breaking into Uncharted Territory –
Taking off with Mobile Payment in Mainland China 1

10

20

24
MAY

25
MAY

26
MAY

27
MAY

Workshop: Engaging Your Talent for Next Level
Development
Joint Associations; Forum on Retirement
Protection
Seminar: Payment situations in Europe and How
to Handle Payment Difficulty Cases Effectively
Roundtable: Common Tax Disputes between
Taxpayer and IRD
Workshop: Creating a Positive Work Environment
and Enthusiastic People
Roundtable: China’s New Normal
Training: Breaking Down Silos to Enable
Collaboration and Cross-Selling
Americas Committee Meeting
Roundtable: Spain and Latin America’s Role Along
the Belt and Road

23 May

02 Jun

31 May

20 Jun
Town Hall Forum Series:
Meet the LegCo - The
Honourable Tsang Yok-sing

Smart City – Impact
& Opportunities for
Hong Kong

Young Executives Club
Networking Luncheon

Cocktail Reception with
European Consuls General
in Hong Kong

For further details and a complete listing
of all our events, visit us online

MAY

30
MAY

31
MAY

JUNE
Roundtable: Qianhai’s Preferential Policies and
Entrepreneurs’ Sharing

16
JUN

Workshop: TL;DR – Too Long; Didn’t Read
Smart City – Impact & Opportunities for
Hong Kong

02
JUN

07
JUN

Workshop: Executive Presence

17

Advanced Media Workshop: “Master Storytelling
for Top Leaders”

20

Cocktail Reception with European Consuls
General in Hong Kong

Seminar: Big Data for Innovative People
Management

21

Training: Essential Wills & Skills for Young
Executives’ Next Step Up

Workshop: Building Trusted Relationships

22

JUNE
JUN

Roundtable: CBRE

Townhall Forum with Wong Kam Sing

JUN

01

China Committee Meeting

Young Executives Club Networking Luncheon
Women Executives Club Breakfast Meeting
Series: Jeny Yeung Mei Chun
Training: Issues on Employing Part-time Staff &
Freelance Workers

JUN
JUN

JUN

23
JUN

Investment Committee Meeting
Seminar: Establishing a Meaningful CSR
Environment and Sustainability Committee Meeting
Training: MBTI Step I & II Certification
Programme (4-day course)
Roundtable: Snapask
Economic Policy Committee Meeting

08

Workshop: Joint Coffee Tasting & Latte Art Class

14

Workshop: Don’t Just Manage Your Team.
LEAP Your Team

JUN
JUN

JUN

Asia & Africa Committee Meeting
Meet the New Chamber Chairman

15
JUN

24

Workshop: How Incoterns 2010 Benefit Importer /
Exporter in International Trade

28
JUN

29
JUN
30
JUN

Roundtable: Capturing e-commerce opportunities
through supply chain modernization
Workshop: Build Your Performing Team

YEC x HKCEA Joint Happy Hour

Shipping and Transport Committee Meeting

EXPO

